Hickory Hazelnut Cookies 

This recipe honors the mineral-richness of Shagbark Hickory’s outer bark, the sweetness of sap from Sugar Maple boiled down to syrup, and the nuts from Hazelnut growing in the shady understory of this forested place. Embedded within it is an invitation to learn how to identify Shagbark Hickory, notice where they live in your community, develop a relationship, and practice receiving the gift of part of a living Tree’s body in a respectful way. The steps include: 
	Gathering Bark from Shagbark Hickory
	Roasting Bark
	Infusing Roasted Bark into Maple Syrup
	Grinding Hazelnuts
	Combining ground nuts with infused syrup
	Forming into small cookies with your hands
	Baking Cookies
	
Once you have made your infused syrup (see below) transforming the syrup + whole nuts into delicious cookies takes only minutes.

	1 cup raw Hazelnuts
	1/4cup+ Roasted Hickory Maple Sugar

Grind 1 or more cups of raw Hazelnuts. Slowly pour and mix in Infused Liquid Maple Sugar, approximately 1 Tablespoon-is at a time. Your aim is for the ground Hazelnuts to begin to stick together in clumps. Once it starts showing signs of sticking together as you stir, test by trying to form a small ball (~2 teaspoons worth) of the mixture with your hands. If it crumbles, add more syrup. If it holds it’s form, start forming small cookies with your hands. Place these on a cookie sheet. Bake at 425 for about 10 minutes—“done” is fragrant. Allow the cookies to cool for a minute on the baking sheet (they’re still setting) then remove to a rack to continue to cool. Or just eat them warm. 

Roasted Hickory Maple Sugar
	
	Outer Bark from Shagbark Hickory
	3 c Maple Syrup

The bark of Shagbark Hickory is highly distinctive, but you should confirm the identity of the Tree you are courting by observing the leaf pattern as well. Look around carefully for any signs of poison ivy (or similar plants you do not want to roast and infuse into maple syrup) vining up the tree before you gather any bark. Before you remove any bark, find your own way of connecting with Shagbark Hickory/offering gratitude/asking for permission—whatever happens at this point is between you and a particular Tree. Explore and discover what feels good and right to you in this moment. Gathering enough bark to cover a love letter tucked inside a standard envelope will enable you to create a pint of infused and reduced syrup.

Brush away any dirt, cobwebs, or other non-bark from the piece(s) of bark you have gathered. Place them on a baking sheet in a 350 degree oven and notice the smell that arises as the bark heats. Over time this will change. I have found it useful to especially pay attention around the 20-30minute marks of clocktime. A sweetness and depth of flavor will emerge. The bark is ready. If left too long, your nose will tell you that something is starting to burn—pull the bark out immediately if this happens (it’s still ok to use).  

Place the delicious-smelling roasted bark at the bottom of a saucepan, breaking it into smaller pieces as necessary. Cover generously with maple syrup. You’ll want to use at least 1 cup, but might wish to infuse more so that you’ll have more Hickory-Maple sweetness on hand for later. I infused 3 cups of syrup that reduced down to about 2 cups. Place over the lowest possible cooking heat you can. The syrup will both infuse and reduce. You will see steam rising, and you will be able to taste the developing flavor magic that is occurring, if you’re the type of person who takes frequent tastes. Let this happen while you are doing something else in the nearby vicinity, so you can check occasionally to make sure the water hasn’t all evaporated off. If you see large bubbles or foaming (that looks like it is heading towards boiling over), remove from heat immediately—you’re starting to make hard candy. As you dip your tasting spoon into the reducing syrup, notice how it coats the back of the spoon. Once the texture is like honey and/or you really like the flavor, remove from heat. 

Cool a bit, and while still liquid, transfer to a jar with a lid. You can keep the bark in the maple syrup to further infuse the liquid sugar with flavor, or remove it as this time to a different jar to which you can add a liquid you would like to infuse with the flavors of Roasted Hickory and Maple Syrup. (I placed the candied bark plus a generous spoon of infused syrup/sugar into another jar to which I added bourbon, which infused to become a Roasted Hickory Bark Maple Bourbon.) Store both syrup/sugar and any liquid infusions in the refrigerator. 

As it cools, the syrup may become solid enough that it can no longer be poured. If this is the case, you can place the jar in water in a saucepan and gently reheat to liquid when you’re ready to make cookies.

- Excerpted from Nourishing Aliveness by Kyra Kristof, coming 2020

